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Making a Life Instead of a Living

HOMELESS: A man carries his possessions on his back as he stands in the shadow of a Catholic
Church in St. Louis. When have you ever been worried about where you would get your next meal?

Fall Brings with It a Spiritual Renewal
September has always been one of
my favorite times. Instead of going in
big for New Year’s resolutions, something in me cries
out for renewal in
autumn.
Is it the lifelong
habit of getting
ready to go back
to school? Is there
anything that makes
you feel as ready for
growth and change
as a new pair of
sneakers and a new backpack? All
those clean and new notebooks with
empty white pages beckon you to fill
them.
Autumn offers a chance to reorganize our lives, and I love organization.
I love getting back in a routine -- not a
boring routine filled with obligation,
but a routine that helps energize me
and sparks my creativity.
I love fall weather with that crisp,
just-a-tinge-of-chill feel in the air. When
you turn your face to the warmth of
the afternoon sun, it seems almost like
a prayer. “Every face turned to him
grows brighter,” wrote the psalmist,
probably on a fall afternoon.
So, it’s not surprising that in the
autumn, parishes seem to rev up their
engines. Committees and clubs that
had closed down for the summer start
planning their first meetings. Directors of religious education are busy
planning speakers and courses. Prayer
groups are forming.
Years ago, when I still had kids in
grade school, a moms’ group at my parish decided to do a 34-week Ignatian
program, a daily prayer commitment
based on the spiritual exercises of St.
Ignatius that involved meeting weekly
to discuss what was happening in our
lives of prayer.
The program started in the fall, of
course. Deciding to make that autumn
commitment was among the very best
decisions I ever made.

As fall progressed, I grew into the
rhythm of a prayer life. For the first
time, I was able to maintain a morning
prayer commitment. I do like routine,
and I had often scolded myself because
my prayer life was catch-as-catch-can.
When I would “make” time for prayer,
I would often find myself feeling guilty
rather than simply yielding quietly to
God’s invitation.
By placing prayer into the morning,
I came to find that there was always
time for prayer.
In one of my former pastor’s favorite homilies, he talked about trying to
fit golf balls into a jar filled with rice.
He couldn’t get them all in. He poured
the rice out, put the balls in the jar
first, and then poured the rice into the
jar. The rice conformed itself around
each ball. Voila! Both fit in the jar
perfectly.
The moral of the story: When you
put prayer first, the rest of life fits
around it quite beautifully.
The truth of that was just one of the
lovely gifts that autumn brought me.
In November, my family experienced a
serious health emergency. My moms’
group rallied, with prayer and food
and help and tons of support. I learned
the value of prayer but especially of
prayer within community.
The emergency subsided. The lessons from that fall did not.
Who knows what wonderful experience might await this fall? All kinds of
agencies and organizations are searching for volunteers right now. Parishes
are eager for people who want to serve
the poor through parish projects.
Classes and prayer groups are launching.
“I make all things new,” Scripture
assures us, and, for me, the autumn is
a beautiful place to learn that lesson
once again.
— Effie Caldarola
(This column is part of the CNS columns
package.)

I’m not too proud to admit that I’m
a workaholic. When I’m not grading
student papers or compiling paperwork for the student newspaper on
campus, I’m actively
writing for publications. There is not
one aspect of any of
these jobs that I dislike, and I feel very
fortunate to have
the job or jobs that I
do have.
However, there comes a point in life
when it feels as if your career or jobs
consume you. It’s those moments when
you just want to sit down and watch
television, divulge in a day of nothing
or break out a puzzle or craft project,
and time just doesn’t allow you to enjoy
any of these pleasures that you realize
that something has to change.
While traveling for work recently
and browsing through a gift shop, I
came across a wooden sign that read
“Never get so busy making a living that
you forget to make a life.” At first, I
was amused at how ironic it was that
this crossed my path while I was out
of town for work and then a wave of
sadness came over me because I knew I
was a guilty culprit.
I bring work home; I grade papers
well into the wee hours of night; and
I’m even guilty of writing this column
after midnight on most occasions.
Sleep is a luxury and as a result, I’m
not the best version of me I want to be.
I’m tired, I’m crabby and most of all,
I’m overworked.
Working all the time when you enjoy
the tasks, like I do, makes it bearable.
However, I’m fortunate to be able to
provide for my children, maintain a
home for us and put food on the table.

Many people in this world spend countless hours working at jobs they can’t
stand, in environments that are unsanitary and unhealthy and in physical
conditions that are detrimental to their
emotional well-being – all because they
have to, not because they want to.
Those more unfortunate than I am
have no choice but to give up luxuries
and precious time to work and work,
only to realize that the paycheck does
not stretch far enough. They don’t get
the opportunity to choose to make a
life versus a living. With children and
families depending upon them, they
must work and continue to sacrifice.
As I contemplated this thought
while soaking in the knowledge of this
random message I read in a little gift
shop in Nashville, Tenn., I realized that
I’ve made a choice to consume myself
with work while others are not as
fortunate.
As a person of faith, I do my best
to pay it forward, give back to others
and my congregation while also offering prayers of support for those who
are suffering. However, my personal
choices and the changes I want to
make life, God and family more of a
priority than work is also a step in the
right direction.
Just in case I lose my way and start
to trudge back into my workaholic
ways, I bought that little wooden sign
and hung it on the wall in my home
where I need to see it the most – my
office wall that leads straight to the living room – a place where I need to do a
little more living.
— Shannon Philpott
Shannon Philpott is a freelance
writer and college journalism instructor, but most of all a mother of
two teens. You can see her work at
www.shannonphilpott.com.
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CARING FOR THE LEAST OF THESE: A Weenhayek indigenous girl is seen Aug 24 outside
her home near Villamontes, Bolivia. Poverty, violence and changing social norms are
causing the disintegration of the family structure across Latin America, said church workers
in advance of the October Synod of Bishops on the family.
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